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Inexpensive and efficient measures to rescue
under preforming public transport systems

In many European cities public transport is basic, particularly in Eastern and South-Eastern
European cities and smaller new member state
towns. They provide a minimal social service
and are not an attractive or sustainable transport choice. However, there are effective and inexpensive measures that, when combined and
tailored to fit an area, can be introduced to rescue local public transport systems.

Problem description
Quality oriented, attractive and inclusive public transport services are essential and offer
commuters transport alternatives to the car. In
several European countries, public transport is
well-financed and there is an attractive balance
between all modes. However, Europe also includes many cities that only provide a minimal
social service that are not an attractive or sustainable transport choice. These cities typically
suffer from a lack of financial support or political
motivation. In addition, both the authority and
the operator have low service quality and fleet
standard expectations. As a result, prestige, attractiveness and the use of public transport becomes very low.

In general, mobility plans recommend the use of
public transport, cycling and walking as healthy
and sustainable alternatives. Public transport
in cities with poor public transport require user
patience, local knowledge and the availability
of time for their journey because interchanges
are not reliable. Without motivation or enough
finance for development, public transport is not
a real alternative for much of the population. A
poor public transport system holds those who
rely on it and have no alternative means to travel,
hostage. The public abandon low quality services as soon as possible in favour of more attractive alternatives and in most cases use a car.
The impact is, fewer fares that reduce company
revenues, low service quality, falling passenger
numbers, increased congestions, poor air quality and transport stress for all users.
Under these circumstances it is difficult to brand
the car as merely a “status symbol” because car
use is clearly used to escape the low quality, unreliable, infrequent and unattractive transportation on offer. Many users cannot accommodate
their journey route choice due to these issues
which are compounded by poor connections. It
is for these reasons that public transport is inferior to a personal car.
This situation, and its impact on vulnerable users, is contrary to SUMP principles and will limit
the ability of cities or regions to achieve sustainable urban mobility goals. The growing car modal share and shrinking public transport services
exacerbate the problem in the long term, causes
traffic jams, reduces air quality, it produces caroriented use of public spaces, creates frustration for all transport users and promotes decision makers to make car-based policies and
structures.

Figure 1: Real “mass transit” instead of attractive public transport. Ilidza bus station, Sarajevo (BiH).

In many cases, authorities cite lack of appropriate
financing as the reason why public transport under preforms. However, this simple explanation
absolves the decision makers of their responsibility to improve service level or to find other
ways to make improvements. The expensive
measures and solutions such as construction,
procurement and operation side intervention are
not always the only way forward. Cities must
also consider using other inexpensive and efficient rescue measures. These rescue measures
can be adapted to all public transport systems.
Figure 3: Oradea (RO) tram waiting in the congestion caused by
cars

Figure 2: Practical visual solution: temporary changes are
marked by yellow in Brno’s (CZ) tram timetable
Figure 4: Trolleybus in Budapest (HU) stuck in the congestion

Good/bad practice and how it works

Hardware - Infrastructure

It is possible for cities and public transport operators to consider measures or innovations that
could be used to revive or rescue public transport
and increase use. This innovation brief presents
common problems and offers possible solutions
for cities and operators under two categories:
infrastructure (“hardware”) and soft measures
(“software”). The merit of each example is ranked
using the following numerical system:

Poor standard vehicles, infrastructure, tracks,
wires, platforms, crossings, traffic lights and the
like will lead to slower commercial speeds, unsafe and poor circulation, poor comfort and an
unreliable service. Upgrading hardware tends to
generate better operating conditions and better
service levels for passengers an operator.

• Level -1 indicates a poor example,
• Level 0 indicates a neutral example, and
• Level +1 indicates an example of good prac-

The on-street conditions are essential elements
of public transport. Both the physical appearance and traffic conditions of the mobility environment are important to the perception of public
transport.

tice.

Operational infrastructure and environment
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Level -1: In many cities, where urban transport
has a poor reputation or limited financial support,
public transport infrastructure standards are low
and there is a lack of public transport priority.

Figure 7: Varna (BG) bus station showing a mixture of functions.
Ticket shops of different service providers are dispersed among
the clothes and GSM shops

Figure 5: Trolleybus wires and switch in bad condition in Ruse
(BG) causing the very slow commercial speed of the vehicles,
getting the electric transport in disadvantageous situation

Level 0: Improvements to tracks and other infrastructure elements can boost service quality and
speed even if the improvements are low technology interventions.

Quality infrastructure is important when the
functionality of mobility is vital to commercial
activities. Poor quality mobility environments are
not attractive locations to conduct commercial
activities.

Figure 8: Less expensive, classically renewed tramway tracks
in Budapest (HU) on a lower frequency, secondary tram line
(51)

Figure 6: Declassification of mobility areas: metro station in
Budapest with low quality shops and their price texts

Level +1: Where higher quality upgrades provide improved infrastructure, it is important to
prioritise public transport vehicles in order to realise their ability to achieve travel time benefits
to compete with car use.

Vehicles / Fleet

Figure 9: Car free area with high quality track improvement in
Timisoara city centre (RO)

Fleet renewal is often subsidised but not to the
investment levels needed. As a result, second
hand buses, trams, or trolley buses are purchased. Their operation is often problematic due
to lack of quality operation culture. Purchasing
poor quality vehicles and/or discontinued series
of vehicles often leads to partial use or withdrawal of them from service in the short time. In some
cases, complete trolleybus or tramway systems
are closed due to the infrastructural problems
(closed trolleybus systems: e.g. Veliko Tarnovo
(BG) 2009; Dobrich (BG) 2014; Pernik (BG) 2015;
closed tramway systems: e.g. Brasov (RO) 2006;
Constanţa (RO) 2008; Reşiţa (RO) 2011).
Therefore, it is important procurement of second-hand vehicles consider the following parameters:

• Age and technical status of the vehicles: what

were the reasons for the original operator(s)
withdrawing these vehicles from service?

• What is the residual service life of the second-hand vehicles and are they viable to use
them long term?

• Size of the fleet: is it possible to procure a
Figure 10: Shared public transport corridor for trams, trolleybuses and buses, with public transport priority at the crossings
(Szeged, HU)

sizable quantity to guarantee the operation,
or only small (discontinued) series are available that may lead to piecemeal operation
structure?

• Transformation of the vehicles to reflect cor-

porate identity: what is necessary to upgrade
in these vehicles to reflect the new operators’
corporate identity? The internal and external
branding of the vehicles for example changing colour of the vehicles, internal arrangements of the seats and their refurbishment,
use of single or multiple doors, etc.

Figure 11: Grass covered tram tracks in Oradea (RO) with second hand Berlin tramcar as quality improvement

Level -1: When second hand small (discontinued) series of vehicles are procured a reliable
operational life is not guaranteed from either a
technical or supply of spare parts perspective.
Using second vehicles tends to highlight that
public transport has a low status and this perception and culture is a crucial point. In many
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cases, there is also no corporate band identity
used which adds to the poor internal and external public perception of the vehicles.

Figure 14: Daily survival in operation: Second hand trolleybus in
Sarajevo (BiH), originally served in Solingen (DE)
Figure 12: Relatively modern ex-Basel Neoplan Kiepe N 6020
trolleybuses in Ruse (BG) withdrawn due to serious technical
problems.

Level +1: The most successful second-hand
vehicle procurement schemes includes the new
Level 0: Fleet operation performs better when operator’s corporate identity, both outside and
an entire fleet is procured from a second-hand inside. An 8 to 12-year-old bus or trolleybus vesource because the tools and parts for mainte- hicle must be renewed and fitted with the new
nance are easier to procure. However, the ab- operator’s image and the availability of spare
sence of a corporate identity for the new opera- parts ensures operational viability.
tor’s scheme will create a poor image.

Figure 13: Ex SBG Freiburg im Breisgau (DE) bus in Varna (BG)
but due to the mass production of this Mercedes-Benz O405G,
further operation can be guaranteed on a longer term. After
many years at the new operator, the original owner’s corporate
identity is still on the bus.

Figure 15: Former Utrecht (NL) VanHool newAG300 bus
operated as second-hand vehicle in Budapest. Fitted with air
condition and transformed to the Budapest (BKK) corporate
identity makes a better integration to the fleet and improves the
attractiveness.

Trams have a much longer operational lifetime
In cities with limited public transport resources, than buses. Procurement of second-hand tramdaily operation can be a struggle to keep the ve- cars should take vehicle accessibility into achicles in service to transport passengers. Under count. The selection process should also have
these conditions corporate identity schemes are regard to the availability or the potential for reta luxury optional extra that the city cannot afford. rofit of low-floor sections.

Figure 16: Second hand tramway from Frankfurt (DE) in Katowice (PL) with the company colours of the Silesian tramways,
without refurbishment

Figure 18: Trolleybus in Sarajevo (BiH) from 1984, ex Solingen
(DE). Interior is dirty and far from being attractive

Level 0: In several cities transport companies
and authorities try to keep the vehicles clean,
both outside and inside. Therefore, even older
vehicles can be attractive and user friendly.

Figure 17: Second hand tramway from Frankfurt (DE) in Katowice (PL) with the company colours of the Silesian tramways,
after complete refurbishment and in-built low floor middle
section

Interiors
Figure 19: Almost 40 years old Tatra tram in Berlin (DE) 20 years

From the passengers’ perspective, the interior is after modernisation. Interior is quite clean and shows results of
the most important aspect of the vehicles. While the daily maintenance.
the external appearance is important, the interior is where the user experiences the vehicle.
Cleaner and upgraded interiors of the provide Level +1: Compared to the cost of procuring
customer comfort and increase users trust in the new or second-hand vehicles, upgrading the
vehicles and the service.
quality of the interior is a low-cost investment. It
is important to use the most comfortable soluLevel -1: The vehicles of poorly financed transtions and to incorporate brand identity features
port fleets are not attractive due to lack of upin terms of the choice of colours and materials.
grade and lack of regular surface and seat
cleaning.
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Level -1: Some cities do not make public transport maps widely available. When this is the
case local people travel according to their habits, and visitors must ask others about services.
Level 0: Where several service providers are responsible for different routes and they are not
shown together in an overall map the city portrays fragmentation of the public transport service. In some cases, routes are indicated without
stops or every route is shown using the same
colour (or line systle).
Figure 20: Use of local public transport company’s symbols on
the seat fabric in Katowice (PL) newly procured tramway

Soft elements (software)
Soft elements are an integral part of the public
transport system. They provide user friendly and
the customer focused mobility and information.
Soft elements are usually not expensive (compared to the complete public transport budget),
but they need to have corporate branding and a
consistent visual appearance.
In many cities, public transport information services do not exist. The argument is often that public transport is for local people and they know
the network and timetables by heart. Therefore,
public transport operator(s) and authorities are
often not interested in providing or improving
information. Static elements (e.g. timetables,
network maps) and/or dynamic elements (e.g.
real-time passenger information system, information regarding interchanges) can be missing
or showing outdated or useless information. This
may have an adverse impact on public transport
use because it contributes to the problem of existing users leaving the system at the very first
possible opportunity.

Figure 21: Low level network map in Székesfehérvár (HU)
showing only the lines without stops and without a clear isolation of different lines. It gives only an overview, not a correct
line structure.

Level +1: Where cities and functional urban areas have integrated transport solutions, they provide very precise maps that show rail services
(e.g. metro, S-Bahn, trams, railways) and/or all
services of all providers. Author

Network maps
Network maps communicate the stability of the
system by showing the routes and connections
to the users. Both static and dynamic solutions
are welcome, in stops, inside the vehicles and
on all digital surfaces.

Figure 22: Rail based city and FUA-wide mobility network on
the roof of the S-Bahn in Munich

Many authorities or operators may also produce
specific sub-area maps of transport services
and they may also produce user-specific map
for special needs such as an accessibility map
for example.

Level 0: It is not unusual for the service departure
time to be the only information available. In this
case estimating travel time to a given stop is left
to the user. This is not user friendly or practical
because journey times can vary a lot depending on traffic conditions. In addition, some services only supply frequencies and not the exact
departure times, for the user this makes waiting
time unpredictable.

Figure 23: Public transport network of a district in Budapest
(HU) 1

Timetables
Departure and journey time information is one of
the most sensitive elements in travel experience.

Figure 25: Local bus timetable in Székesfehérvár (HU) showing
only the departure times from the terminus, and user must add
certain minutes, to get the arrival time to the given stop.

Level -1: Many public transport operators do not
provide useful on-site departure time information, route information or service frequencies. In
the absence this information users will leave.

Figure 26: Frequencies (also high as 20, 30, 40, 60 minutes)
instead of exact departure times in a Varna (BG) bus stop. Users
cannot figure out the departure times.

Figure 24: Only the two lines (7, 47) are presented at this tram
stop in Bucharest (RO), no timetables and frequencies are
shown.

https://bkk.hu/apps/docs/terkep/rakospalota.pdf
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Figure 29:. User friendly, visually complete, paper-based timetable structure in a bus stop of Maastricht (NL)

Passenger information in- and outside the vehicle and in facilities /mobility areas
Figure 27: In Baia Mare (RO) timetables can be found, but do not
contain the itinerary of the lines, and are fixed pylons, which is a
not aesthetic way of giving information

Level +1: In most of the cities, timetables show
exact departures from the given stop, helping
the passengers to plan their journey as much
as possible.

It is important to display basic or more complex
information to passengers along their route, at
stops and connections. This information can
be displayed inside or outside the vehicle and
can be static or dynamic. The user values that
content of the information rather than the technology used. Inexpensive solutions can be very
efficient, giving all relevant information to passengers.
Level -1: In many cities public transport information assumes that it will be used by local
people who already know the system. This is
short-sighted because poor quality passenger
information, even when used regularly by those
with prior knowledge, fails to communicate other
relevant information and it excludes occasional
users or visitors completely.

Figure 28: Precise timetable showing exact departures and the
itinerary of the line in Budapest 2
2

https://bkk.hu/apps/menetrend/pdf/2005/20180616/11.pdf

Level 0: Partial availability of information where
improvements could easily provide more data.
When this happens, it is always a mirror of the
operator’s policy towards the passengers.

Figure 30: Classic board showing the two end stations of a trolleybus line in Sofia. No information on the itinerary and stops
are available.

Figure 33 Buses in Székesfehérvár (HU) show on their front
display both end stations in the same time and are unchanged
during the whole journey. Not experienced users do not know
what the exact direction of the bus is. It would be a basic level
correction to show only the relevant one, and to change at the
end stations.

Figure 31: Second hand trolleybus from Milan (IT) in its second
life in Ruse (BG). The original board showing the Milan end
station is still in place, while the Ruse line number is at the
windscreen, end stations are shown with small characters.

Figure 32. Local bus in the city of Veszprém (HU), showing
on the board at the top, “local bus” and down “6”. The line
number does not contain any relevant information on terminus
and stops for occasional passengers.

Level +1: Complex information is provided concisely that is customer focused. In most cases
financial capacity is not the priority but the attitude towards customers and their needs that
is of importance.
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Figure 34: Older trolleybus in Budapest (HU) having a classic
board showing the line number and two end stations
Figure 35: Tramway in Szeged (HU) shows the number of the
line and the right end station on its display

Figure 36: Line structure in the Budapest (HU) underground,
showing the stops, the connecting lines and the touristic places
at the neighbourhood of the stops 1

Figure 34a: Second hand Hannover (DE) tramcar in Budapest
(HU) having an electric display to be installed by the new
operator

Figure 37: Berlin (DE) bus shows on its inside display, the terminus, the exact time, the need of alighting (STOP), the connection possibilities to all public transport means.

ble in the local language and preferably English,
to facilitate communication with non-residential
and international users.

Figure 38: Clear and user-friendly passenger information system showing all bus connections in Kelenföld metro station in
Budapest (HU)

Figure 40: Despite Sarajevo (BiH) is more and more a touristic
city, its public transport webpage is available only in Bosnian
language.1

Figure 39: Floor based information on temporary changes (bus
replacement due to reconstructions) in Budapest (HU)

Web-pages, apps
Easy to use web pages and apps are inexpensive
yet powerful part of daily public transport use.
They make journey planning easier and they allow the user to calculation their route even when
there is no static information at a stop. Real-time
information provides service punctuality or delay updates and its facilities actual journey planning. The web pages and apps must be availa-

Figure 41: Screenshot from the FUTÁR app, the online journey
planner in Budapest (HU). It shows all stops, routes, vehicles,
timetables, public bikes in the service area of BKK Centre for
Budapest Transport.3 The app is available in Hungarian and in
English.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=hu.webvalto.
bkkfutar&hl=hu

3
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Public/customer opinion surveys regarding
services changes and procurements
Changes in public transport operation can be
a very sensitive issue for the users. Before any
changes are made regarding routes, timetables,
network coverage etc., cities and operators can
consult and seek to involve people and other
stakeholders. For example, those who are affected by the changes can vote for various options or state their own recommendations. This
allows people to better understand and approve
the proposed changes.
Figure 43: Test day of a future flexible minibus service in hilly
areas of the city of Zalaegerszeg (HU). People could express
their needs before and after the tests, in the framework of the
SHAREPLACE Interreg project 5.

It is prudent to conduct pilots and tests before
being committing to an expensive technological innovation. Local tests adapted to the given
city’s needs can result in recommendations for
further developments and/or for procurements
at a larger scale.

Figure 42: Planned changes of a bus line in Budapest (HU). People could comment on the modifications before introduction. 4

In many areas of the public transport, tests or
trials are very important and are inexpensive
compared to large scale changes. Testing of
new routes, concepts or applications can help
to develop optimum solutions that reflect local
needs and user preferences.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=hu.webvalto.
bkkfutar&hl=hu
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https://www.interreg-central.eu/Content.Node/SHAREPLACE.html

Figure 44: Electric bus test in Beograd (SRB)

Advantages and disadvantages
Table 1 Advantages of public transport infrastructure ‘hardware’ solutions and the disadvantages
of not applying it.

Type

Solutions

Advantages

Infrastructures,
mobility envi-ronment

•

Lower cost but quality track
renewals

•

•

Shared public transport corridors

•

Grass covered tracks

•

Car free public transport
areas

Vehicles

•

Avoiding the procurement of
small series and inoperable
products

•

Refurbishment of second
hand vehicles and use of
local schemes, corporate
identity elements outside

•

Interiors

•

Application of tests

•

Cleaning and continuous
maintenance

•

Application of local colour
schemes, corporate identity
elements

Improved attractiveness
•
of the mobility and traffic environment, links of
•
public transport and public
spaces
•
Fewer bottlenecks for public transport, more seamless traffic

•

Better interchanges options

•

Better operation level,
longer term perspectives
in case of second hand
vehicles

Lower commercial
speed of public
transport

•

Cannibalism of
the second hand
vehicles up to the
moment when all of
them must be withdrawn

•

Similar appearance of
second hand vehicles as in
case of original ones, more •
confidence of users

More satisfaction of users
and of the operator

Modal split deterioration

Lower availability of
the procured vehicles

More satisfaction of users
and of the operator

•

Decreasing use of
public transport

•

•

Low floor sections to be built
for tramcars – depending on
age, construction and further
operation perspectives

•

Disadvantages of
not applying the
solutions

•

Less passenger satisfaction

Giving the feeling of
the negligence of the
operator
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Table 2 Advantages of public transport soft elements ‘software’ solutions and the disadvantages
of not applying it.
Type

Solutions

Advantages

Network maps

•

Use of network maps inside the
vehicles, in stops and on all virtual
platforms

•

•

Network maps giving clean and
user friendly information also for
non-residential people

•

Use of local and at least English
texts

Timetables

•

Indication of exact departures
instead of frequencies

•

Use of interval-based timetables
for less frequent urban transport
lines

•

Passenger information systems

Web-pages, apps

Use of bigger texts and clear abbreviations or footnotes – if they
are necessary

•

Putting the name of the stop on
the column for giving static information

•

Both static and dynamic elements
can give adequate information

•

Indication of interchanges both on
static and dynamic elements

•

Use of visual solutions and correct information for temporary or
longer term changes

•

Indication of the actual end station
of the vehicle outside

•

Indication of all stops of the actual
journey inside

•

Development of international web
pages and apps

•

Use of journey planners

Research of public
•
opinion and testing of
new solutions
•
•

Discussions on changes, new or
modified services

Improved attractiveness
•
of the mobility and traffic
environment, links of pub- •
lic transport and public
•
spaces

•

Fewer bottlenecks for
public transport, more
seamless traffic

•

Better interchanges options

•

Better operation level,
longer term perspectives
in case of second hand
vehicles

Decreasing use of public
transport
Modal split deterioration
Lower commercial speed
of public transport

•

Lower availability of the
procured vehicles

•

Cannibalism of the second hand vehicles up to
the moment when all of
them must be withdrawn

•

More satisfaction of users
and of the operator

•

Similar appearance of
second hand vehicles as
in case of original ones,
more confidence of users

•

Less passenger satisfaction

•

User-friendly solutions
giving a stronger confidence for local an nonresidential people

•

Frequent an non-frequent
users can be lost due to
the lack of information

•
Clear information basis on
all relevant public trans•
port service elements of
the city or region

Journey planning will be
difficult or impossible

•

User-friendly solutions
giving a stronger confidence for local an nonresidential people

•

Newer and IT based generations are not attracted
by the services

•

Better access to journey
planning

•

Clear information basis on
all relevant public transport service elements of
the city or region

•

Open planning process
from operator or from
authority to user

•

More complaints

•

Lack of giving the best
solutions for the passenger needs

•

Testing of new technologies
Testing of flexible services

Disadvantages of not
applying the solutions

•

Possibility of modifying
technologies or tender
specifications due to the
test results instead of procuring non-appropriate
solutions

Interchanges will not be
predictable

Stakeholder involvement

Costs

The main stakeholders are the cities, public
transport authorities, operators and existing or
potential public transport users. In some cases,
the city and the operator may be on opposing
sides particularly when new measures involve
costs even if the costs are less than large scale
infrastructure or other procurement options. Cities, authorities and operators need to be certain
that inexpensive measures represent efficiency
and good cost benefit balance. This can be
demonstrated using pilot schemes to provide
convincing evidence. When an operator is not
focused on innovation and user focused services the existing ineffective systems and operation models remain in place and there is no willingness to reform.

The cost of each measure will vary depending on
the type and context and similar measures may
not cost the same from one city to another. In order to establish costs, the city or authority should
make an inventory of the existing elements and
the new elements required to implement rescue
measure. After compiling the information, the
list should be prioritised and contain the associated costs and benefits estimates for all the
proposed measures. Programmes developed in
this way, using existing and proposed, produce
better outcomes than stand alone or isolated
rescue interventions or measures.

How and where does this approach fit
into SUMP?

SUMPs define targets and measures that aim to
improve the public transport service. ImplementResponsibility is shared between city transport ing the measures described here represent both
departments and the public transport author- quick-win packages and low-cost improvement
ity (or the transport organising body). Operating projects that target public transport improvecompanies will respond to direction from their ments. They can provide inexpensive developservice ordering body. Where a relevant depart- ment that are high impact and they can also be
ment or authority is not in place it must be de- implemented in a short term.
veloped to provide overarching control on the
operator. A new transport authority will require Author
financial restructuring, the authority to take
control and responsibility for more tasks and it András Ekés
needs to implement a strict operation only role Mobility expert, managing director Mobilissimus Ltd.
to the transport company.
ekes@mobilissimus.hu

Who is responsible?

Time frame

mobilissimus.hu

All types of measure must be tailored to fit the All photos and illustrations not indicated by reflocal context of the city and its public transport erence are taken by the author
needs. The time frame must be defined based
upon the needs and the financial opportunities. There is some type of activities that can be
Disclaimer: The sole responsibility for the content of
implemented in several weeks or months (e.g. Legal
this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily restatic passenger information structures or time- flect the opinion of the European Union. The European Comtables) and there are other medium- or longer- mission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the
contained therein. All images are provided by the
term measures (e.g. fleet colour schemes and information
respective partners (unless otherwise noted) and are approved
corporate identity elements, vehicle refurbish- for reproduction in this publication.
ment and public transport priorities) that require
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ing from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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